INTERNET FREEDOMS IN THE WESTERN BALKAN REGION

INTRODUCTION

Governments in the Western Balkans have continuously jeopardized the right to freedom of expression by shutting down media outlets, social movements’ pages and intimidating individual activists online. Furthermore, there is a growing tendency of introducing legislation aimed at censorship of online content. There are also rising concerns in terms of surveillance and lack of efficient personal data protection of citizens. Such measures limit and restrict civic participation and undermine the very foundation of democracy.

The European Convention on Human Rights and recommendations made by the Council of Europe emphasize that member states are responsible for the implementation of human rights and fundamental freedom standards in regards to the internet. More importantly, member states have an obligation to their citizens to respect, protect and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms on the internet.

Civil Rights Defenders in cooperation with SHARE Foundation conducted research on the state of internet freedoms in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Albania. This report provides a comparative overview of specific indicators and develops a set of recommendations for governments of these countries to improve the state of citizens’ freedoms online.

The indicators for the research were based upon internet freedom indicators included in the Council of Europe Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)5 on internet freedom and adapted in accordance with the local social context. They specifically cover 4 main areas: (1) an enabling environment for internet freedom, (2) the right to freedom of expression, (3) the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association and (4) the right to private and family life. Each group of indicators provides a deeper insight into the defined area through sub-indicators, which vary in numbers depending on the complexity of the topic.

Such research is necessary to map the most problematic areas in each country and at the same time analyze risks which are common to citizens across the region. This holistic approach is crucial to ensure that recommendations are both practically applicable and of critical importance for the future of internet freedoms in the Western Balkans.
1. **AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR INTERNET FREEDOM**

1.1. The protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms on the internet is guaranteed in law, in full compliance with relevant articles of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

The Republic of Serbia ratified the ECHR in 2003, meaning that the ECHR became part of Serbia’s legal system, therefore guaranteeing all human rights and freedoms prescribed by the Convention. The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, adopted in 2006, although not explicitly mentioning the internet, ensures that human and minority rights are guaranteed by the generally accepted rules of international law, and those confirmed by international treaties and laws are directly applicable.

1.2. Laws and policies relating to the internet are assessed, at their drafting stage, with regard to the impact that their implementation may have on the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms in an inclusive and transparent process which enables the participation of all stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, academia and the technical community.

The Government of Serbia, i.e. the relevant Ministries, regularly publishes information on public discussions about laws related to the internet and call all relevant stakeholders (academia, civil sector, ICT sector, etc.) to participate. However, there are examples of adopting laws without any public discussion, such as the Law on Critical Infrastructure, the first law regulating this matter in Serbia.

1.3. Any state body which has regulatory or other competence over internet matters carries out its activities free from political or commercial interference, in a transparent manner and promotes internet freedom.

In terms of independent regulators, there is no state authority specifically overseeing internet content in Serbia in general. The Regulatory Agency for Electronic Communications and Postal Services (RATEL) oversees technical and infrastructure aspects. On the other hand, content of websites which are registered with the Business Registers Agency of Serbia as online media fall under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture and Information, which oversees the application of the Law on Public Information and Media.

1.4. The state protects individuals from cybercrime through effective criminal justice or other measures. Notably they are prescribed by a law, which is accessible, precise, clear and foreseeable; pursue a legitimate aim; are necessary and proportionate in a democratic society and allow for effective remedies.

The Republic of Serbia has ratified the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime in 2009. Serbia incorporated the elements of the Budapest Convention into criminal law, specifically the Criminal Code of Serbia, which has a separate section only prescribing criminal acts against the security of computer systems (Chapter 27, Articles 298-304a). There is also a special prosecution office for cybercrime within the High Public Prosecution Office in Belgrade, i.e. the Special Prosecution Office for Cybercrime, led by the Special Prosecutor for Cybercrime. There is also a special unit for cybercrime within the Ministry of Interior, i.e. the Unit for Combating Cybercrime, which operates as a part of the Service for Combating Organized Crime. Also, in 2018, the Government of Serbia adopted the Strategy for Combating Cybercrime from 2019 to 2023, where it is mentioned that Serbia still needs to align the national legal framework with the EU 2013/40/EU Directive on attacks against information systems.

---

2.1. Freedom to access the internet

2.1.1. The internet is available, accessible and affordable to all groups of the population without any discrimination. There is no discrimination regarding internet access to any group of the population. The Law on Electronic Communications clearly states that among the objectives and principles of regulating the electronic communications sector is "ensuring maximum benefits to users of electronic communications, including persons with disabilities, the elderly and socially vulnerable users, especially regarding the choice, price and quality of services" (Article 3, Paragraph 1, Point B).3

2.1.2. The public has access to the internet in facilities supported by public administration (internet access points), educational institutions or private owners (universal community service). In certain cases, internet access is provided to the public when it comes to access to the internet in educational institutions. One of the best examples of this is the Academic Network of Serbia (AMRES), founded by the Government of the Republic of Serbia for the purpose of building, developing and managing education and scientific-research computer networks of the Republic of Serbia. To educational and research organisations and other users, this network provides access and use of the internet and information services nationally, as well as connection with other national and international networks. AMRES is one of the most significant resources for scientific, research and academic work in Serbia. Development of AMRES started in the 1990s with the networking of several major faculties, which resulted in the creation of a state-of-the-art computer network in Serbia, which currently has more than 300 connected scientific, research and educational institutions, with over 150,000 end users.

2.1.3. The state takes reasonable measures to ensure access to the internet to those with low income, in rural or geographically remote areas and those with special needs such as persons with disabilities. According to the Law on Electronic Communications, the availability of the universal service to all citizens of the Republic of Serbia and meeting the needs of specific social groups, including persons with disabilities, the elderly and socially vulnerable users must be ensured by law (Article 3, Paragraph 1, Point 4). Also, the same law has a whole chapter dedicated to universal service (Articles 55-58), which in detail prescribes the provision of universal services in Serbia.3

2.1.4. There are no general, nationwide restrictions on access to the internet. There is no state mandated blocking or filtering of internet content on the national level. Internet shutdowns also do not occur in Serbia.

2.2. Freedom of opinion and the right to receive and impart information

2.2.1. Any measure taken by state authorities or private-sector actors to block or otherwise restrict access to an entire internet platform, information and communication technologies, tools, or any request by state authorities to carry out such actions complies with the conditions of Article 10 of the ECHR. The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia states in Article 50, Paragraph 2 that there is no censorship in the Republic of Serbia and that the relevant court may prevent the dissemination of information and ideas through mass media only if it is necessary in a democratic society to prevent the invocation of violent overthrow of the constitutionally established order or to endanger the territorial integrity of the Republic of Serbia, to prevent the propagation of war or inciting direct violence, or to prevent advocating racial, national or religious hatred, or inciting hostility or violence.4

2.2.2. Internet service providers as a general rule treat internet traffic equally and without discrimination on the basis of sender, receiver, content, application, service or device. The Law on Electronic Communications provides for the principle of net neutrality in Article 3, Paragraph 1, Point 11, which clearly states that the end-users of public communications networks and services should be enabled to have free access to and distribution of information, and to use applications and services of their choice.5

2.2.3. Internet users or other interested parties have access to a court in compliance with Article 6 of the Convention with regard to any action taken to restrict their access to the internet or their ability to receive and impart content or information. In Article 22, the Constitution of Serbia prescribes that everyone has the right to judicial protection if he or she has been violated or denied a human or minority right enshrined in the Constitution, as well as the right to remedy the consequences of the violation. Under the same article, citizens have the right to apply to international institutions for the protection of their freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Article 32 (Right to a fair trial) essentially incorporates Article 6 of the Convention.6

2.3. Freedom of the media

2.3.1. The editorial independence of media operating on the internet is guaranteed in law, policy and practice. Article 4 of the Law on Public Information and Media prescribes the freedom of public information, meaning that public information is free and not subject to censorship. The law also prohibits direct and indirect discrimination against editors of the media, journalists and other persons in the field of public information, especially according to their political orientation and belief or other personal capacity. The law also guarantees free flow of information through the media, as well as that the editorial autonomy of the media must not be jeopardized, in particular by pressures, threats or blackmail of editors, journalists or sources of information. The physical assault on an editor, journalist and other persons involved in gathering and publishing information through the media is punishable by law. The freedom of public information must not be infringed by abuse of office or public authority, property or other rights, or the influence and control of the media and newspapers or electronic communications networks used to distribute media content.7

Pressures on media outlets are common, especially in smaller communities. According to Independent Journalists’ Association of Serbia (IJAS), a news portal from the northern region of Vojvodina announced in February 2019 that it will stop with reporting on political topics because of pressures.8

2.3.2. Media are not required to obtain permission or a licence from the government or state authorities, beyond business registration, in order to be allowed to operate on the internet or blog. The Law on Public Information and Media does not require online media outlets to obtain permission from the government or state authorities to start publication. In addition, according to Article 30, Paragraph 2 of the Law on Public Information and Media, online platforms are legally considered media only if they willingly choose to register with the Media Registry operated by the Business Registers Agency of Serbia.9

2.3.3. Journalists and other media actors using the internet are not subject to threats or harassment by the state. They do not practise self-censorship because of fear of punishment, harassment or attack. The experiences with media freedom in practice are quite negative, which was highlighted in the latest reports of international organizations such as Freedom House and Reporters Without Borders. In their latest country ranking, Freedom House explained that Serbia’s status changed from “Free” to “Partly Free” in part because of the “continued attempts by the government and allied media outlets to undermine independent journalists through legal harassment and smear campaigns”. Journalists working for investigative portals, such as Crime and Corruption Reporting Network (Mreža za istraživanje kriminala i korupcije - KRIK), Balkan Investigative Reporting Network (BiH), Center for Investigative Journalism of Serbia (Centar za istraživačko novinarstvo Srbije - CINS), are often targeted because of their reporting.10

Also, Reporters Without Borders put Serbia at 90th place in the World Press Index, which is a 14-place decline compared to 2018. RSF stated that “...Serbia has become a place where practicing journalism is neither safe nor supported by the state. The number of attacks on media is on the rise, including death threats, and inflammatory rhetoric targeting journalists increasingly comes from government officials.”

---
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3.2.4. The confidentiality of journalists’ and other media actors’ sources is protected in law and respected in practice. Article 54 of the Constitution guarantees the freedom of assembly, i.e. that peaceful assembly of citizens is free, stating that targets of technical attacks are media organizations critical of the Government’s actions. For example, the online portal “Peščanik” was targeted multiple times with technical attacks in the summer of 2014, after they had published a research article about the plagiarized PhD thesis of Nebojša Stefanović, Minister of Interior and a high-ranking member of the ruling Serbian Progressive Party.35

3.2.6. There are prompt and effective investigations of threats and crimes against journalists and new media actors. There is no climate of impunity.

In the past several years there were often cases of attacks on journalists in Serbia, such as threats and intimidations, that were unanswered by authorities. According to the Criminal Code of Serbia, endangering the security of journalists because of their work is punishable with a prison sentence from 6 months to 5 years, which is the same level of protection that the highest-ranking state officials have. However, even when those who endanger the security of journalists are found, court proceedings in these cases are known to have significant delays. Also, in December 2016, journalists’ associations, the Ministry of Interior and the Republic Public Prosecution Office signed an Agreement on cooperation and measures to raise the level of security for journalists, but it has not yielded expected results.

3. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

3.1. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in order to associate with each other and to establish associations, to determine the objectives of such associations, to form trade unions, and to carry out activities within the limits provided for by laws that comply with international standards.

Article 54 of the Constitution guarantees the freedom of assembly, i.e. that peaceful assembly of citizens is free, stating that indoor gatherings are not subject to approval or registration. Meetings, demonstrations and other gatherings of citizens outdoors need to be reported to the state authority, in accordance with the law, but with no restrictions in regard to the internet. Also, it is prescribed that the freedom of assembly may be restricted by law only if it is necessary for the protection of public health, morals, rights of others or the security of the Republic of Serbia.36

3.2. Associations are free to use the internet in order to exercise their right to freedom of expression and to participate in matters of political and public debate.

In line with regulations referring to public assemblies, there are no restrictions imposed on associations regarding their right to freedom of expression and participation in political and public debates in the online sphere.

3.3. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to organise themselves for purposes of peaceful assembly.

According to the Constitution and the Law on Public Assemblies regarding public assemblies, there are no restrictions to freedom of use of the Internet, for the purposes of peaceful assembly.

4. THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE

4.1. Personal data protection

4.1.1. The right to private and family life is guaranteed in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention. Any restriction to this right pursues one of the legitimate aims exhaustively enumerated in Article 8 of the Convention, is necessary in a democratic society and proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The law guarantees that all personal data is protected in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (ETS No. 108) in States which have ratified it.

Serbia has ratified the European Convention on Human Rights and therefore accepted Article 8 of the Convention, however the Constitution of Serbia does not mention privacy as a right per se. The right to privacy is covered in the Constitution with three rights: inviolability of dwellings (Article 40), secrecy of letters and other means of communication (Article 41) and personal data protection (Article 42). Serbia has also ratified the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (ETS No. 108) in 2006.37 Serbia’s new Law on Personal Data Protection was adopted in 2018 and started being applied in August 2019. It is based upon European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).38

4.1.2. Personal data are processed lawfully (with the unambiguous consent of the data subject or on the basis of law) for legitimate purposes and not in excess of such purposes, accurately and securely.

The Law on Personal Data Protection clearly states that personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and transparently in relation to the data subject and be collected for purposes that are specifically specified, explicit, justified and lawful and cannot still be processed in a manner inconsistent with those purposes (Article 5). However, the annual reports of the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection show a lot of problems in the application of the law.39 In the annual report for 2018, the Commissioner stated that the activities of his office could not prevent numerous cases of unauthorized, excessive or unprotected processing of personal data, or misuse of data for political purposes, because of the lack of strategic measures and support of other authorities in the field of personal data protection. Moreover, even though it is the Commissioner’s belief that the Office provided enough elements for criminal prosecution to be initiated for personal data abuses, the vast majority of criminal complaints they submitted were dismissed. Also, the Commissioner states that of misdemeanor courts’ policy of issuing fines is rather lenient, particularly in relation to responsible persons who are, practically as a rule, fined at the legal minimum.40

4.1.3. Individuals are not subjected to a decision significantly affecting them based solely on automated processing of data without having their views taken into account.

The Law on Personal Data Protection (Article 38) provides data subjects with the right not to be subject to a decision made solely on the basis of automated processing, including profiling, if that decision produces legal consequences for that person or that decision significantly affects his or her position.

4.1.4. There are effective processes enabling every individual to obtain, on request, information on the processing of his or her personal data and the reason underlying processing; to object to processing; to obtain, on request, rectification or erasure of the personal data; and to consent to, object to or withdraw consent to personal data processing or profiling. An effective remedy exists for individuals when these rights are not respected. Legal frameworks for personal data protection provide adequate safeguards for access to information and freedom of expression.

The Law on Personal Data Protection provides data subjects with rights regarding their data, such as access, copy, rectification, deletion, portability, etc. Citizens can appeal to the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection or to the courts.

4.1.5. The law defines the duties of public and private entities with regard to processing of personal data.

The Law on Personal Data Protection clearly defines the principles of data processing in Article 5 and obliges all entities, public or private, to be responsible for their application in practice.

4.1.6. A supervisory authority, which acts with complete independence and impartiality, ensures compliance with data protection legal frameworks.

Serbia’s data protection authority is the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection, an independent state body which oversees the application of the Law on Personal Data Protection.
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4.1.7. The state does not prohibit, in law or in practice, anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications or the usage of encryption technologies. Interference with anonymity and confidentiality of communications is subject to the requirements of legality, legitimacy and proportionality of Article 8 of the Convention. The state does not prohibit anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications. Confidentiality of all communications is guaranteed by the Constitution (Article 41).

4.2. Surveillance

4.2.1. The access to the content of communications is regulated and it done in accordance with Article 8 of the ECHR. The Constitution of Serbia in Article 41 guarantees the secrecy of letters and other means of communication. Also, deviations are allowed only for a limited time and on the basis of a court decision, if they are necessary for the purpose of conducting criminal proceedings or protecting the security of the Republic of Serbia, in the manner prescribed by law. The Law on Electronic Communication in Article 126 regulates the access to communication in a way that the interception of electronic communications revealing the content of the communication is not allowed without the consent of the user, except for a limited time and on the basis of a court decision, if necessary for the purpose of conducting criminal proceedings or protecting the security of the Republic of Serbia, in the manner prescribed by law. 25

4.2.2. Operators of electronic communications are obliged by law to retain bulk communications metadata (time, date, location, duration, etc.). The time frame for storage of metadata is defined by law and access to metadata is done with a court order and in accordance with the standards of Article 8 of the ECHR. Operators in the Republic of Serbia are obliged to retain bulk communication metadata by Article 128 of the Law on Electronic Communications. Access to the retained data is not allowed without the consent of the user, except for a limited time and on the basis of a court decision, if it is necessary for the purpose of conducting criminal proceedings or protecting the security of the Republic of Serbia, in the manner prescribed by law. This retained metadata is stored for a period of 12 months, and the data can only be accessed on the basis of a court decision.

4.2.3 Video surveillance of public spaces by state authorities is regulated. There are specific legal provisions regulating data processing by video surveillance.

Although the new Law on Personal Data Protection came into force and started its application in August 2019, there are no provisions that regulate video surveillance. At this moment in Serbia there are no laws that regulate video surveillance. Furthermore, on data processed by video surveillance, all provisions of the new law on personal data protection are applied.

4.2.4. There is oversight provided by law on how are surveillance and interception of communications done in practice.

According to SHARE Foundation research on data retention which followed access to data retention by state organs from 2014-2018, different state authorities seem to have software for direct access to data retained by mobile network operators, but formally this access can only be granted with a court decision. Furthermore, operators that retain data and state authorities that access it, need to submit an annual report on all requests for access to retained data to the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection. Also, the Committee for Oversight of Security Agencies of the Parliament of the Republic of Serbia oversees the constitutionality and legality of the work of the Independent Media Commission (IMC). The IMC is the body responsible for the regulation, management and oversight of the broadcasting frequency spectrum in the Republic of Kosovo. Under Article 141 of the Constitution of Kosovo, IMC is founded as an independent body.

1.4    The state protects individuals from cybercrime through effective criminal justice or other measures. Notably they are prescribed by a law, which is accessible, precise, clear and foreseeable; pursue a legitimate aim; are necessary and proportionate in a democratic society and allow for effective remedies.

In Kosovo, there is a Law on Prevention and Fight of Cyber Crime, adopted in 2010, which aims to “prevent and combat cybercrime with concrete measures, prevent, discover and sanction violations through computer systems, by providing observance of human rights and safeguard of personal information”. It is noted however that in the case of discrepancies of provisions of that law with the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides for the observance of human rights and safeguard of personal information. 26

1.2. Laws and policies relating to the internet are assessed, at their drafting stage, with regard to the impact that their implementation may have on the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms in an inclusive and transparent process which enables the participation of all stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, academia and the technical community.

There is no available information on public debates regarding internet-related laws.

1.3. Any state body which has regulatory or other competence over internet matters carries out its activities free from political or commercial interference, in a transparent manner and protects and promotes internet freedom.

In the Law on Electronic Communication, it is prescribed that the relevant authorities in the field of electronic communications are the Regulatory Authority of Electronic and Postal Communications and the Independent Media Commission. The Regulatory Authority of Electronic and Postal Communications (RAEPC) is the national regulator in the field of electronic communications and postal services which perform tasks defined by this Law and other applicable legislation, and applies the policy and national strategies of the electronic communications sector, defined by the authority. In accordance with the Law on Electronic Communications Article 8, RAEPC is a public, independent, non-budgetary, legal entity with public authority, which exercises its activities in compliance with legislation in force. Authority in its work and decision-making within its competencies is independent. The Independent Media Commission (IMC) is the body responsible for the regulation, management and oversight of the broadcasting frequency spectrum in the Republic of Kosovo. Under Article 141 of the Constitution of Kosovo, IMC is founded as an independent body.
of the provisions of Cybercrime. 30

1.5. The state provides media and digital literacy programmes for internet users.

So far, there have not been media and digital literacy programmes for internet users provided by the state. However, certain international organizations and CSOs occasionally organize trainings on this topic. For example, OSCE Mission in Kosovo and UNICEF Innovations Lab organized events for teenagers within the PONDER Programme in the form of workshops. In total, this programme trained 200 students and reached over 2000 and aimed at improving critical thinking with regard to information and messages received from online media and the internet. 31

2. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

2.1. Freedom to access the internet

2.1.1. The internet is available, accessible and affordable to all groups of the population without any discrimination.

There is no discrimination regarding internet access to any group of the population. According to Article 3, paragraph 1 of the Law on Electronic Communications (Principles for Regulation of Electronic Communications Activities) prescribes that the regulation of electronic communications activities shall be based on the principles of management and use of limited resources, technological neutrality, functional equivalence, proportionality, minimal necessary regulation, legal certainty in a dynamic market, economic development, ensuring effective competition, consumer rights protection, objectivity of regulatory criteria, conditions and procedures, transparency and non-discrimination. 32

2.1.2. The public has access to the internet in facilities supported by public administration (internet access points), educational institutions or private owners (universal community service).

There is no available information on access to the internet in facilities supported by public administration. However, the provision of universal service is described in detail in the Law on Electronic Communications. 33

2.1.3. The state takes reasonable measures to ensure access to the internet to those with low income, in rural or geographically remote areas and those with special needs such as persons with disabilities.

Under the Kosovo Digital Economy (KODE) project, approved in July 2018 by the World Bank Board of Directors, more than 200 villages in Kosovo are expected to obtain high-speed broadband internet connection by 2022. Schools and hospitals will be able to have a free internet connection for five years. 34 According to the Law on Electronic Communications, universal service is a minimum set of public electronic communication services of specified quality which is available at an affordable price to all users in the territory of Kosovo, regardless of their geographic location. In Article 28, it is prescribed that the provision of Universal Service shall be ensured on the territory of Kosovo. 35

2.1.4. There are no general, nationwide restrictions on access to the internet.

There is no state mandated blocking or filtering of internet content on the national level. Internet shutdowns also do not occur in Kosovo.

2.2. Freedom of opinion and the right to receive and impart information

2.2.1. Any measure taken by state authorities or private-sector actors to block or otherwise restrict access to an entire internet platform or information and communication technologies, tools, or any request by state authorities to carry out such actions complies with the conditions of Article 10 of the ECHR.

There is no information about such measures.

2.2.2. Internet service providers as a general rule treat internet traffic equally and without discrimination on the basis of sender, receiver, content, application, service or device.

Pursuant to the Law on Electronic Communications, the regulation of electronic communications activities in Kosovo shall be based on the principle of technological neutrality (Article 3, paragraph 1). In the second paragraph of Article 3, it is prescribed that “the principle of technological neutrality means that legal norms must be applied taking into account the objectives to be achieved and ensuring, to a reasonable extent, that their application does not encourage or discriminate the use of specific technologies as well as ensuring that the legal norms are applied, as far as possible, disregarding the technologies employed in the provision of electronic communications networks or services related to a specific legal relationship.” 36

2.2.3. Internet users or other interested parties have access to a court in compliance with Article 6 of the Convention with regard to any action taken to restrict their access to the internet or their ability to receive and impart content or information.

The Constitution of Kosovo guarantees the right to a fair and impartial trial in accordance with Article 31, i.e. equal protection of rights in the proceedings before courts, other state authorities and holders of public powers. Although there are no specific information in regards to the internet, this general rule can be applied. 37

2.3. Freedom of the media

2.3.1. The editorial independence of media operating on the internet is guaranteed in law, policy and practice.

The right to freedom of expression, media freedom and the right to access to public documents are guaranteed by the Constitution of Kosovo. According to Article 42 (Freedom of Media) freedom and pluralism of the media are guaranteed. Also, censorship is forbidden. It is also prescribed that everyone has the right to correct untrue, incomplete and inaccurate published information, if it violates her/his rights and interests in accordance with the law. 38 Freedom of expression is also guaranteed through the Civil Law against Defamation and insult, which provides for a balance to be struck between freedom of expression and establishing a system that is effective in providing appropriate compensation to those who are harmed by defamation or insult. 39

According to Freedom House, there is direct and indirect political interference on the media. For example, the Association of Journalists of Kosovo (AGK) alleged that government officials, business interests, and media owners have threatened journalists and their employers, as well as obstructed reporters’ work in other ways. There are also reports that journalists criticizing public officials are often called traitors or Serbian sympathizers. There have also been cases that media outlet editors have banned their reporters from publishing stories that are critical of the government or of public officials due to the outlets’ political leaning. It should also be noted that media which are not aligned with the government or ruling parties have been intimidated through tax investigations and denied access to public information. 40

2.3.2. Media are not required to obtain permission or a licence from the government or state authorities, beyond business registration, in order to be allowed to operate on the internet or blog. In Kosovo, online media outlets and blogs are not subjected to licence requirements whatsoever by the state prior to publication.

2.3.3. Journalists and other media actors using the internet are not subject to threats or harassment by the state. They do not practise self-censorship because of fear of punishment, harassment or attack.

According to Freedom House, there are signs of constant political interference, direct and indirect. Certain media practice self-censorship because they fear punishment, being harassed or attacked, while others continue to inform the public objectively despite the threats. 41

2.3.4. The confidentiality of journalists’ and other media actors’ sources is protected in law and respected in practice.

The Law on the Protection of Journalists’ Sources guarantees that journalists and media professionals cannot be compelled to reveal the sources of their information, unless there is a request of a competent court and only if the revelation of the identity of the source of information is necessary to prevent a serious threat to physical integrity which could lead to the death of one or more persons. Such requests must fulfill the following criteria: the information sought

---
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is of great importance in preventing crimes; the information sought cannot be secured in any other way. 43 Also, the Civil Law against Defamation and Insult (Article 18) prescribes defendants in a defamatory or insulting action cannot be required to reveal a confidential source of information. The court may require that the information related to the proceeding be revealed, but without identifying the source.44 However, according to the report "Freedom of Expression, Media and Information in Kosovo: An Assessment Based on Council of Europe Indicators for Media in a Democracy", the journalists’ perception of the Law on the Protection of Journalists’ Sources and the confidentiality of journalists’ sources being protected by the law is not always clear. Most journalists believe this to be the case and 46% have the perception that the current framework respects source confidentiality to a certain level. On the other hand, 13% of surveyed journalists feel that it does not entirely and 25% perceive it as not at all.44

2.3.5. Media websites and websites of new media actors are not affected by cyber-attacks or other action disrupting their functioning. Media websites and websites of new media actors are affected by cyber-attacks, such as DoS attacks, aimed at disabling their functioning. For example, there have been cyber-attacks on kossev.info website and Media Centar Člagavica in 2017.45

2.3.6. There are prompt and effective investigations of threats and crimes against journalists and new media actors. There is no climate of impunity. According to the report "Freedom of Expression, Media and Information in Kosovo: An Assessment Based on Council of Europe Indicators for Media in a Democracy", more than 60% of journalists surveyed stated that they feel threatened with violence to a certain level, while 22% of journalists said they feel "completely" threatened. During focus group discussions, journalists noted that threats vary from physical to verbal ones. The journalists were also surveyed on whether the police offer protection to journalists when most required. Only 14% said that they believed that the police offered protection and 56% said only to a certain level. However, 19% were not entirely convinced that sufficient protection would be afforded and 13% had the view that they do not offer sufficient protection at all. In relation to the justice system in Kosovo, only 7% of journalists surveyed reported that they believed the justice system would process their case adequately, while 46% stated that this would be done but only to a certain extent. However, 27% of journalists answered that the response of the justice system would not be entirely adequate and 20% of them believed that they would not be treated adequately. Also, while the Association of Journalist of Kosovo issues yearly reports on the number of threats to journalists, their nature remains largely undocumented.44

3. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

3.1. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to associate with each other and to establish associations, to determine the objectives of such associations, to form trade unions, and to carry out activities within the limits provided for by laws that comply with international standards. The Constitution of Kosovo in Article 43 guarantees freedom of peaceful gathering, and that every person has the right to organize gatherings, protests and demonstrations and the right to participate in them. It is also said that these rights may be limited by law, if it is necessary to safeguard public order, public health, national security or the protection of the rights of others.46

3.2. Associations are free to use the internet in order to exercise their right to freedom of expression and to participate in matters of political and public debate. In line with the Article 44 of the Constitution of Kosovo referring to public assemblies, there are no restrictions imposed on associations regarding their right to freedom of expression and participation in political and public debates in the online sphere.

3.3. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to organise themselves for purposes of peaceful assembly. According to regulations regarding public assemblies, there are no restrictions to freedom of use of the Internet, for the purposes of peaceful assembly.

4. THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE

4.1. Personal data protection

4.1.1. The right to private and family life is guaranteed in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention. Any restriction to this right pursues one of the legitimate aims exhaustively enumerated in Article 8 of the Convention, is necessary in a democratic society and proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The law guarantees that all personal data is protected in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (ETS No. 108) in States which have ratified it.

The Constitution of Kosovo recognizes the right to privacy in Article 36. As it is prescribed in the Constitution, everyone enjoys the right to have her or his private and family life respected, the inviolability of residence, and the confidentiality of correspondence, telecommunications and other communication. Also, searches of any private dwelling or establishment that are deemed necessary for the investigation of a crime may only be undertaken subject to a warrant issued by a judge after explaining the reasons why such is necessary. The right of protection of personal data is also guaranteed. Collection, preservation, access, correction and use of personal data are all regulated by law.44

Personal data processing in Kosovo is regulated by the Law on Personal Data Protection. Article 3 (Principles of Data Processing) prescribes that personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully without violating the dignity of data subjects, that it must be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected and/or further processed, that personal data are collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes, and may not be further processed in a way incompatible with these purposes, unless otherwise provided by law, that they must be accurate and kept up to date. Prior to collecting personal data, the data controller verifies the accuracy of personal data by examining an identity document or any other suitable public document of the data subject. Also, personal data may only be stored for as long as necessary to achieve the purpose for which they were collected or further processed. On completion of the purpose of processing, personal data shall be erased, deleted, destroyed, blocked or anonymised, unless otherwise provided by the Law on Archive Material and Archives or any other relevant law.44

4.1.2. Personal data are processed lawfully (with the unambiguous consent of the data subject or on the basis of law) for legitimate purposes and not in excess of such purposes, accurately and securely.

According to the Article 5 of the Law on Personal Data Protection (Lawful processing of personal data of law on personal data protection), personal data may only be processed in some cases, when the data subject has given his or her consent; the processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract; the processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subjected; the processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of public authority vested in the controller or in a third party which is in the public interest; the processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject.47 However, there is no data about practice from the National Agency for Personal Data Protection.

4.1.3. Individuals are not subjected to a decision significantly affecting them based solely on automated processing of data without having their views taken into account. In Article 8 of the Law on Personal Data Protection, it is prescribed that automated decision-making which might produce legal effects or significant effects affecting the data subject and which is solely based on automated processing intended to evaluate certain personal aspects, especially the data subject’s performance at work, credit-worthiness, reliability, conduct or compliance with certain conditions, shall only be permitted if two conditions are met. First, if the decision is taken during the conclusion or performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract; the processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subjected; the processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of public authority vested in the controller or in a third party which is in the public interest; the processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject.48

4.1.4. There are effective processes enabling every individual to obtain, on request, information on the processing of his or her personal data and the reasons underlying processing; to object, on request, rectification or erasure of the personal data; and to consent to, object to or withdraw consent to personal data processing or profiling. An effective remedy exists for individuals when these rights are not respected. Legal frameworks for personal data protection provide adequate safeguards for access to information and freedom of expression.

46 Civil Rights Defenders, Freedom of Expression, Media and Information in Kosovo: An Assessment Based on Council of Europe Indicators for Media in a Democracy.
43 Law on the Protection of Personal Data, (Official Gazette of the Republic of Kosovo, Law No.03/L – 172).
41 Law on the Protection of Personal Data, (Official Gazette of the Republic of Kosovo, No.20/2013).
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49 Law on the Protection of Personal Data, (Official Gazette of the Republic of Kosovo, Law No.03/L – 172).
The rights of the data subjects are defined in Chapter III of the Law on Personal Data Protection, Articles 21 to 27: Consultation of the Register, Right of access, Procedure for access, Right to supplement, correct, block, destroy, erase, delete and object, Procedure of supplementing, correction, blocking, erasure, destruction, deletion and objection, Judicial protection of the rights of the Data Subject, Temporary Prohibition of Processing the Personal Data.55

4.1.5. The law defines the duties of public and private entities with regard to processing of personal data.

Duties in regards to personal data processing are defined in Chapter II, Subchapter B (Obligations of data controllers and data processors) of the Law on Personal Data Protection, i.e. in Articles 14, 15 and 16 (Security of data processing, Contractual processing, Obligation to secure personal data).51

4.1.6. A supervisory authority, which acts with complete independence and impartiality, ensures compliance with data protection legal frameworks.

In Kosovo, the supervisory authority overseeing the implementation of the data protection legal framework is called the National Agency for the Protection of Personal Data.54 As it is stated in the Law on Personal Data Protection, Article 29, it is an independent agency in charge of supervising the implementation of data protection rules. Its members act independently in accordance with this law and must not take any instructions from third parties. It shall be accountable to the Kosovo Assembly.

4.1.7. The state does not prohibit, in law or in practice, anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications or the usage of encryption technologies. Interference with anonymity and confidentiality of communications is subject to the requirements of legality, legitimacy and proportionality of Article 8 of the Convention.

According to the Constitution, (Article 36, Right to Privacy) the secrecy of correspondence, telephony and other communication is guaranteed. It is also said that this right may only be limited temporarily by court decision if it is necessary for criminal proceedings or defense of the country as defined by law. There are no known restrictions to anonymity or pseudonymity.53

4.2. Surveillance

4.2.1. The access to the content of communications is regulated and it is done in accordance with Article 8 of the ECHR.

Interception of communications is prescribed by the Law on Interception of Communications, Article 3, paragraph 1, subparagraph 1.d., defines the interception of electronic communications, interception voice communications, textual communications or other communications through networks of fixed or mobile telephony, including any other similar tool or technological system that transmits data mainly intended to be private.56

4.2.2. Operators of electronic communications are obliged by law to retain bulk communications metadata (time, date, location, duration, etc.). The time frame for storage of metadata is defined by law and access to metadata is done with a court order and in accordance with the standards of Article 8 of the ECHR.

As it is prescribed in the Law on Electronic Communications, operators are obliged to retain communications metadata. Article 68 (Personal data preservation and administration for the criminal proceedings purposes) of that law states that regarding the specific definitions in this Law, the entrepreneurs of public electronic communications services and networks shall be obliged to store and administrate, for a period not longer than one (1) year, the data files of their subscribers. It is also said that such storage shall be paid for by state funds in accordance with the procedure established by the Government.57

4.2.3. Video surveillance of public spaces by state authorities is regulated. There are specific legal provisions regulating data processing by video surveillance.

In the Law on Personal Data Protection, Articles 61-64 (Chapter VI, Subchapter J - Video Surveillance) - video surveillance prescribe the rules for data processing in the context of video surveillance. For example, public or private sector persons intending to install video surveillance systems must set up a notice to that effect. Such a notice must be plainly visible and made public in a way that data subjects can easily acquaint themselves with the measures at the latest where the video surveillance begins. Also, through the correct notification form, the data subject shall be deemed to have been informed of the processing of personal data. It is also prescribed that the video surveillance system and the recordings of the monitoring must be adequately protected against unauthorized access and use. Subchapter J covers general provisions regarding video surveillance, monitoring of official and business premises, monitoring of apartment buildings as well as video surveillance in the employment sector.58

4.2.4. There is oversight provided by law on how surveillance and interception of communications done in practice.

In 2015, Kosovo adopted the Law on Interception of Communications. The basic principles laid out in the Law (Article 4) are the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms recognized and guaranteed by the Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights and Freedoms, including the interpretation by the European Court of Human Rights through its judicial practice and the prohibition of illegal or disproportionate measures of interception of communications and access to them shall be done only on the basis of a court order. The Law also recognizes (Article 6) that the procedure for lawful interceptions is implemented in three separate phases: (1) submission of requests for interception from institutions authorized by law; (2) review, approval and submission of requests for interception; and (3) court order for interception. Kosovo has the Commissioner for Oversight of Interception of Communication, established by the Law on Interception of Communications. It is a mechanism functioning within the institutional structure of the Kosovo Judicial Council, conducts yearly control of the lawfulness of interception of communications in accordance with the law, and reports to the Kosovo Judicial Council and the State Prosecutor, as well as respective parliamentary Committees of the Assembly of Kosovo on an annual basis on identified possible violations.59 The main problem in practice turned out to be the lack of cooperation between different institutions in Kosovo, because each of them independently signed the agreements with the telecommunications operators. This has allowed for some complaints to be addressed towards the EULEX for intercepting telecommunications without any coordination with local security authorities.60

1. AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR INTERNET FREEDOM

1.1. The protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms on the internet is guaranteed in law, in full compliance with relevant articles of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) has a complex constitutional order established in the Dayton Peace Agreement. There are 14 constitutions - one at a state level, two at an entity level, one in Brčko District of BiH and one in each of the ten cantons of the Federation of BiH. The legislative framework regarding human rights, and thus the right to freedom of expression, involves numerous norms and practices, and is dealt with by a number of institutions. The Constitution of BiH,59 states that “the rights and freedoms set forth in the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its Protocols shall apply directly in BiH” and that they “have priority over all other law.” The same statement is contained in the constitutions of both entities: Federation of BiH and the Republika Srpska, as well as in the Constitution of Brčko District of BiH. The Constitution of the Federation of BiH,61 in its Annex “Instruments for the protection of human rights which have legal power of constitutional provisions,” provides twenty one international conventions and declarations, among other: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN), the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as well as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. In Article II, paragraph 3, point (g) of the Constitution of BiH “freedom of thought, conscience and religion” are ensured, while point (h), guarantees “freedom of expression.” The Constitution of Federation of BiH in chapter II, Article 16, defines fundamental freedoms such as “freedom of opinion, conscience and belief...”. Furthermore, the Constitution of the Republika Srpska62 in Part II (Human Rights and Freedoms), Article 25 states that “freedom of thought and orientation, conscience and conviction, as well as of public expression of opinion shall be guaranteed.” Article 26 emphasizes that “freedom of press and other media of communication shall be guaranteed,” and that “free establishment of newspaper and publishing houses, publishing of newspapers and public information by other media in accordance with law shall be guaranteed.” In addition, Article 26 also states that “censorship of press and other public information media shall be forbidden,” and that “public information media shall be obliged to inform the public on time, truthfully and impartially.”
1.2. Laws and policies relating to the internet are assessed, at their drafting stage, with regard to the impact that their implementation may have on the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms in an inclusive and transparent process which enables the participation of all stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, academia and the technical community. The legislative framework in BiH was set up by the international community after the war ended in 1995. The implementation of laws is still rather problematic mainly because of political pressures and strong divisions along national lines. Public debates regarding drafting news laws are very rare as well as the involvement of civil society. On one occasion though, the involvement of experts was successful. In 2013, the activities of the civil society sector were set around the proposed amendments to BiH Freedom of Access to Information Act which were posted on the Ministry of Justice website for public discussion and comments, before being sent to the Committee for Review. This law was assessed as restrictive, because it provides support to the “rule of exception” making it very easy for public institutions to evoke this Law and retain information. Following expert analysis and wide distribution of the amendments, USAID, Center for Investigative Reporting (Centar za istrživačko novinarstvo - CIN), Open Society Foundation, Human Rights in BiH ombudsman office, Mediacentar, OSCE, and Public Rights in BiH Law and Policy Group (PLPLO) participated in online and offline advocacy activities against the adoption of the amendments. The combined efforts were successful as the Ministry tabled the proposed amendments in consideration of public comments. There were numerous events advocating changes to this Act, such as “FOIA Day,” which brought representatives of Center for Cultural Dialogue, Justice Network, Ministry of Justice and the Agency for the Protection of Personal Data, as well as representatives from other non-governmental organizations. After numerous discussions, it was concluded that the proposed terms of the Draft Law on Amendments to the Law on Freedom to Access Information were not acceptable.

1.3. Any state body which has regulatory or other competence over internet matters carries out its activities free from political or commercial interference, in a transparent manner and protects and promotes internet freedom.

The Communications Regulatory Agency in BiH (CRA) is in charge of the whole broadcasting sector. The primary reasons for establishing the CRA were “avoiding double or conflicting regulatory authorities at all level of government in BiH; the key role of a regulatory body in the economic development of any country; the importance of having an independent body that enables transparent competition among providers of telecommunications towards competition benefits to both consumers and the business sector; the fact that the trend in the communications industry towards the convergence of technology and the way of transmission requires changes in the regulatory approach; and the opinion that the unique regulatory approach is the one that ensures the adequate reaction to economic and business conditions.” Some of the CRA tasks include drafting and ensuring implementation of rules on broadcasting; issuing licenses to broadcasters, etc. However, the CRA also faced political pressures on several occasions because, for example, the Republika Srpska authorities opposed the forming of state-level institutions in order to have a stronger political influence. Other authorities oppose the entity authorities as they choose not to follow legal documents with strong affiliations with political parties and so “legal documents were changed frequently due to short-term political and other interests, often resulting in conflicting legal arrangements, legal uncertainty, and regulatory chaos.”

The appointment of the CRA Director General and the members of the Council came across numerous obstacles for more than a decade, because the CRA was without a Director General between 2007 and 2018. The independence of the CRA is questionable on several levels, because political and economic pressures “aim to reduce the credibility of the agency” and political parties constantly aim at controlling the agency and influencing its decision-making processes, thus “the guarantees of freedom from political control and manipulation have not been working in practice.”

1.4 The state protects individuals from cybercrime through effective criminal justice or other measures. Notably, to be accessible, precisely described by a law, they are necessary and proportionate in a democratic society and allow for effective remedies.

Criminal Codes in the Federation of BiH and Republika Srpska approach cyber-criminal law but the provisions are rather scarce and the adoption of new laws and ensuring their compliance with international standards are stalling. The legislative framework regarding cyber-security is not in line with EU requirements and if the country is to become an EU member, it will have to introduce new laws and bodies regarding cyber-security. The Codes mention “computer crimes” and Chapter X of a law of BiH which relates to “Criminal offences committed by means of electronic data processing systems” contains provisions regarding cyber-security. BiH ratified the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, but the legislative framework has not still been made entirely compliant with this Convention. The provisions refer to: Damaging Computer Data and Programs, Computer Fraud, Disturbing the Work of the Electronic Data Processing System and Network, Unauthorised Access to the Electronic Data Processing Protected System and Network, and Computer Sabotage. For example, according to Article 396 of the Code, “Whoever, by unauthorised access to the electronic data processing system or network, causes the stoppage or disturbance of the work of such system or network, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years.”

When it comes to relevant bodies, in the Police Administration of the Federation of BiH there is a Department for fighting against computer crimes, whereas in Republika Srpska there is the same Department within the Ministry of Interior. These two agencies deal with criminal acts and investigations regarding computer crime and computer-enabled criminal acts. In Brčko District of BiH, cybercrime is investigated by specialised investigators in the Criminal Police. Digital forensics are carried out by the Ministry of Interior in Republika Srpska, the State Investigation and Protection Agency, Border Police of BiH, the Agency for forensics and expert examinations, Brčko District Police and cantons’ ministries of interior. In 2016, the Criminal Police of BiH made it obligatory for the Ministry of Security of BiH and the Emergency Report Team for the institutions of BiH. The tasks of BHCERT include dealing with vulnerabilities and management of incidents in the domain of electronic security to all state level institutions and their supporting service providers. Since 2015, the Department for Information Security within the Agency for Information Society of Republika Srpska, has had the function of a CERT at entity level.

2. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

2.1. Freedom to access the internet

2.1.1. The internet is available, accessible and affordable to all groups of the population without any discrimination.

There is no discrimination regarding internet access to any group of the population. Policy of the Electronic communications sector in BiH for the period 2017-2021 and the Action Plan for Policy Implementation (“Official Gazette of BiH” No. 46/17) as their subjects also cite, among other new technologies and creating conditions for their introduction.

2.1.2. The public has access to the internet in facilities supported by public administration (internet access points), educational institutions or private owners (universal community service).

The public has access to the internet in some educational institutions such as faculties, but public administration facilities do not provide such services.

2.1.3. The State takes reasonable measures to ensure access to the internet to those with low income, in rural or geographically remote areas and those with special needs such as persons with disabilities.

Over the past few years measures were taken to reach rural and remote areas, although this has proven to be a challenge due to the hilly landscape of BiH and regions that are difficult to be reached. According to the most recent data, half of rural households own a computer, usually with an internet connection. Additionally, two-thirds of rural households live in areas covered by a mobile phone network. More than 90% of young people in rural and urban areas use both computers and the internet, but this usage is still at least 3-4% higher in urban areas. The Government of BiH adopted the Decision on Policy of the development of the information society in BiH for the period 2017-2021. In this Strategy, the internet was recognised as a ‘significant means for economic and social activities’. This decision acknowledges the importance of the government ensuring access and adjusting public sector websites content to people with disabilities. It also points out the significance of ensuring the internet access in schools, and adjusting the existing legislative to make sure that women with infants and small children can formally work from home. The decision strongly emphasizes the importance of e-Learning and its availability to all of its citizens. However, the implementation of this decision still remains questionable because there is no data on whether these actions have actually taken place.

2.1.4. There are no general, nationwide restrictions on access to the internet except when this is in compliance with Article 10 of the Convention.

There is no state mandated blocking or filtering of internet content on the national level. Internet shutdowns also do not occur in BiH.

2.2. Freedom of opinion and the right to receive and impart information

2.2.1. Any measure taken by state authorities or private-sector actors to block or otherwise restrict access to an internet platform or information and communication technologies, tools, or any request by state authorities to...
carry out such actions complies with the conditions of Article 10 of the ECHR.

According to the licenses for internet providers issued by the Communications Regulatory Agency (CRA), the providers must not control the content, but they are obligated to do so if the content is harmful, or to block the access to the content at the request of a public body. In addition, the state can take actions regarding the access of social networks to content when it comes to threats to national security.6 However, when it comes to radical content, the adopted strategic documents don’t even contain a definition of violent extremism or online extremism, so it’s hard to develop a systemic approach to “build a counter-narrative.”6 Online content regarding Islamic State in the context of BiH and the Balkans, has decreased over the past few years, but some of the detected content was still available, showing that the state did not take actions to restrict it based on the second paragraph of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Furthermore, in 2015, Republika Srpska adopted the Law on Public Peace and Order. This Law was passed without taking into account the comments of academics, the expert community and civil society. The problematic aspect of the Law is that it lacks a definition of a “public space”, and its implementation showed that it includes internet and social media too. The law does not include concrete standards for the definition of social media, it does not explain what constitutes “invasive” or “indirect” material, nor does it deny that citizens can be prosecuted outside of the Republika Srpska entity

2.2.2. Internet service providers as a general rule treat internet traffic equally and without discrimination on the basis of sender, receiver, content, application, service or device.

Yes, internet service providers treat internet traffic equally and without discrimination. BiH has not adopted the Law on Electronic Communications, therefore net neutrality is not included in legislation yet. However, there are no data on any type of discrimination in terms of sender, receiver, content, etc.

2.2.3. Internet users or other interested parties have access to a court in compliance with Article 6 of the Convention with regard to any action taken to restrict their access to the internet or their ability to receive and impart content or information.

Users have the access to a court in compliance with Article 6 of the Convention with regard to any action taken to restrict their access to the internet or their ability to receive and impart content or information. However, there have been no such cases before courts in BiH so far. The courts are yet to establish their practice in this respect.

2.3. Freedom of the media

2.3.1. The editorial independence of media operating on the internet is guaranteed in law, policy and practice.

There is no specific law on editorial independence of media operating on the internet. However, the Law on Public Service Broadcasting System of BiH stipulates that the laws on services should comply with its provisions and its goal is to guarantee the independence of each broadcaster and their joint activities within the PSB system. The Law ensures the independence of public broadcasting services and so it covers editorial independence and institutional autonomy, too. According to the Law, public services independently establish their programs, manage their assets, deal with financial and employment issues, and represent broadcasters in legal proceedings. Furthermore, the Law on Public Information of Republika Srpska prohibits censorship. The Law of the Sarajevo Canton envisages freedom of editorial policy in accordance with professional ethical standards, as do other cantonal laws. But in practice, the lack of editorial independence is still visible and so the Radio Television of BiH (BHRT), faces pressures from political parties and political figures, and its editorial independence is often questionable. In 2011, the statute of BHRT was amended to give its steering committee full editorial and managerial control, including the authority to appoint editors and approve programming, but in practice, this option is rarely applied.

2.3.2. Media are not required to obtain permission or a licence from the government or State authorities, beyond business registration, in order to be allowed to operate on the internet or blog.

Media outlets are not required to obtain such permissions. Most recently, this has been identified as a problem on several debates regarding online media. Namely, as media ownership in the country is not regulated, experts often insist on making impresarios mandatory for online media and clearly identifying their owners. Since this issue is connected with the lack of ownership regulation, it remains to be seen which steps will be taken and how online media will be approached in this respect.

2.3.3.1. Journalists and other media actors using the internet are not subject to threats or harassment by the State. They do not practise self-censorship because of fear of punishment, harassment or attack. Journalists in BiH face both verbal and physical attacks, and court proceedings referring to these attacks are often long and remain incomplete for years. More specifically, according to BH Journalists, the association of journalists from the country, from 2006 to 2015, only 15% of the 60 recorded crimes towards journalists were legally finalised, that is, the court proceedings were completed. On several occasions, it was public figures who made threats to exercised pressures on journalists and other media actors. According to the report by BH Journalists, in 2018 there were 21 cases of verbal and physical attacks on journalists.63 Very few attacks are investigated and the European Commission in its report for BiH in 2016 stated that it is necessary to take legal measures in cases of political pressures and intimidation of journalists, and protection and law enforcement must be secured as an answer to the threats against journalists.64

2.3.4. The confidentiality of journalists’ and other media actors’ sources is protected in law and respected in practice.

The confidentiality of journalistic sources is, among other, protected by defamation laws. The right of journalists to protect their sources is also included in the Press and Online Media Code of the Press Council in BiH. More specifically, “journalists and persons regularly or professionally engaged in journalistic activity of seeking, receiving or imparting information to the public, who obtained information from confidential source, have the right not to reveal their sources”. Additionally, the Criminal Procedure Code of BiH stipulates that a questioned witness “cannot be a person who by his/her statement would violate the duty of professional secrecy”, and this person is classified as “...a journalist to protect sources of information, unless if exempt from that duty by a special regulation or statement of the person who benefits from the secret being kept”. The Criminal Procedure Code of the Federation of BiH and the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republika Srpska and the Criminal Procedure Code of the BiHo District of BiH contain the same provision regarding the questioned witnesses. On the other hand, if a piece of information was obtained in an illegal manner or if this information is being used without any authorization, then this action is a criminal offense. Furthermore, the Law on the Protection of Classified Information establishes the illegality of acquiring secret data, and specifies penalties with access to classified information of a certain degree. Therefore, “the criminal laws and the Law on Protection of Classified Information established the illegality of acquiring data as a condition for the crime”. In addition, the Press Code states that journalists have an obligation to protect the identity of those from whom they receive information in confidence, regardless of whether they explicitly request confidentiality, and so “journalists have an obligation to protect the identity of those who provide them information in confidence, regardless of whether or not they explicitly request confidentiality”. The Code of Honor of BiH Journalists also states that journalists have the right not to disclose source of information. It is acknowledged “the sources must trust journalists enough and be comfortable enough knowing that the laws protect them because there is always a great risk when discussing important and problematic matters in general”. However, media were pressured to reveal their sources on several occasions. In 2014, an online news portal, www.klix.ba, faced pressure on journalists.65 The Cantonal Court in Sarajevo issued a court order and the police raided the offices of the portal, the staff was asked to leave premises and then the police seized computers, documents, notes and other items from the offices, which was assessed as an intrusion into the right of journalists to provide protection to their sources.66

2.3.5. Media websites and websites of new media actors are not affected by cyber-attacks or other action disrupting their functioning.

There are no available data on cyber-attacks on media websites or websites of new media actors, nor are there records of any disruption of their functioning.

2.3.6. There are prompt and effective investigations of threats and crimes against journalists and new media actors.

There is no climate of impunity.

The freedom of expression and the independence of journalists and new media actors were jeopardized on several instances, and investigations cannot be said to be prompt and effective. In 2019, journalists faced several threats that made the international actors react and condemn the attacks. For example, the Editor-in-chief of the news program of BHRT, received a death threat. A journalist of FTV and a owner of a news portal received threats too, while a journalist of daily newspaper Eurobilic, but on a more positive note – the person using their phone to threaten the latter was arrested.67 There are no specific records on attacks and threats made against journalists, and courts, prosecutors and the police do not pay special attention to the attacks on journalists and other media actors. Due to the fact that the country’s Criminal Code does not define a journalist as a state official, attacks on journalists are not considered as attacks on officials performing their obligations.
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3. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

3.1. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to associate with each other and to establish associations, to determine the objectives of such associations, to form trade unions, and to carry out activities within the limits provided for by laws that comply with international standards.

Individuals are free to use internet platforms to associate with each other and to establish associations, but the overall regulation of personal assemblies in BiH is rather questionable. The right to freedom of peaceful assembly in BiH is incorporated in the legislative framework of BiH, however, it is contained in 11 laws in total and therefore remains fragmented. The Federation of BiH created a Pre-Draft of the FBiH FoA Law but it was assessed as “an attempt to intimidate future and current assembly organisers, imposing disproportional sanctions and severe fines for them. Further, the text in the law is unclear, certain terms are not elaborated and the length is deceiving. The final act of the law says that it will be adopted according to the urgent procedure, which is worrying.”

3.2. Associations are free to use the internet in order to exercise their right to freedom of expression and participation in matters of political and public debate.

In line with regulations referring to public assemblies, there are no restrictions imposed on associations regarding their right to freedom of expression and participation in political and public debates in the online sphere.

3.3. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to organise themselves for purposes of peaceful assembly.

According to regulations regarding public assemblies, there are no restrictions to freedom of use of the Internet, for the purposes of peaceful assembly. When it comes to using the internet to exercise the right to freedom of expression, associations most often turn to social media such as Facebook to organize assemblies and raise the awareness of certain matters. More specifically, before organising assemblies, it is frequent to create interest groups that would be followed by organizing an event. During the assemblies, especially the ones where stronger reactions are expected, participants conduct livestreaming. After the assembly is finished, follow-up actions and impressions are discussed in already created groups and/or events. But due to the problematic legislative framework and the attacks that organisations in certain events faced, participants rarely use their individual social media profiles to initiate events or to send invitations or gathering participants for the first Pride march in Sarajevo, and spread awareness of the importance of the event.

4. THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE

4.1. Personal data protection

4.1.1. The right to private and family life is guaranteed in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention. Any restriction to this right pursues one of the legitimate aims exhaustively enumerated in Article 8 of the Convention, is necessary in a democratic society and proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The law guarantees that all personal data is protected in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (ETS No. 108) in States which have ratified it.

The Constitution of BiH recognizes the right to privacy as a basic human right. Article 3, paragraph 8 defines it as “the right to private and family life, home and correspondence.” The Constitution of Republika Srpska states that “human dignity, physical and spiritual integrity, personal privacy, personal and family life shall be inviolable.” The Constitution of the Federation of BiH states that the Federation will ensure the application of the highest level of internationally recognized rights and freedoms, including privacy. Since the right to privacy is defined by Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights as a matter of personal autonomy, it is not subject to any conditions or limitations. The Law on Protection of Personal Data, the purpose of which is “to secure in the territory of BiH for every individual, whatever his nationality or residence, respect for his rights and fundamental freedoms, and in particular his right to privacy, with regard to the processing of personal data relating to him (data protection).” However, the problem regarding personal data protection and privacy in BiH is the inadequate institutional support, in practice.

4.1.2. Personal data are processed lawfully (with the unambiguous consent of the data subject or on the basis of law) for legitimate purposes and not in excess of such purposes, accurately and securely.

4.1.3. Each data subject has the right to submit an objection to the Personal Data Protection Agency if they believe that the controller or data processor violated their rights or that there is a risk of violation of their rights. Article 30 of the Law on Protection of Personal Data provides the right to submit this objection. In 2017, the Agency received 96 complaints of personal data subjects: 57 against controllers in the public sector and 39 complaints against controllers in the private sector such as banks, micro-credit organizations, various business entities and natural persons. As a result, 36 objections were accepted by the Agency, 6 were partially adopted while 25 objections were rejected. In total, there were 11 conclusions finalized, and therefore the proceedings regarding complaints were completed, but the reason for these conclusions is the lack of jurisdiction or inadequacy of the submitted documents. Only one objection was prohibited to the relevant authority. Overall, the Personal Data Protection Agency does not have sufficient support from the authorities and therefore those who violate privacy do not suffer any consequences, and the overall data protection of the BiH citizens remains largely questionable.

4.1.4. There are effective processes enabling every individual to obtain, on request, information on the processing of his or her personal data and the reason underlying processing; to object to processing; to obtain, on request, rectification or erasure of the personal data; and to consent to, object to or withdraw consent to personal data processing or profiling. An effective remedy exists for individuals when these rights are not respected. Legal frameworks for personal data protection provide adequate safeguards for access to information and freedom of expression.

The Personal Data Protection Agency in BiH is an independent administrative organization established to ensure the personal data protection in the state. In this sense, Article 40 of the Law on Protection of Personal Data defines the responsibilities of the Agency, as follows: to supervise the implementation of this Law and other laws on personal data processing; to act on data subject’s complaints; to submit to the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH annual reports on personal data processing, which should be accessible to the public; to be independent of the government; and to act by giving proposals as to enacting or amending legislation governing the data processing, giving opinions on the proposed laws and take care of fulfillment of the criteria relevant to data protection originating from international treaties that are binding for BiH. According to the Law on Protection of Personal Data and its Article 5 “Personal data shall not be processed unless: a) the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract.” In addition, Article 13 stipulates that “the data subject shall have the right to: a) request information on the processing of his or her personal data; b) require the rectification of his or her personal data, or deletion thereof when demonstrated to be incorrect or processed unlawfully.” Furthermore, “the data controller shall not deny access to information to a data subject except where provided by law. The data controller shall state the reason for denial of the information requested.” The legislative framework in this respect is therefore largely in place, but the data on actual implementation of the law are still missing, or not entirely clear.

4.1.5. The law defines the duties of public and private entities with regard to processing of personal data.

According to the Law on Protection of Personal Data and Article 2, the law shall apply to the processing of personal data by: a) public bodies at the level of BiH, b) public bodies of the entities and the district, c) private bodies of the entities and the district. This law defines the purposes of personal data processing, specifies when personal data shall not be processed, technical data processing, etc. Therefore, privacy protection is found in different laws such as the Law on Protection of Personal Data in BiH which defines the right to privacy regarding personal citizens’ data processed by different public and private bodies, or the Freedom of Access to Information Act, which regulates the access to personal information controlled by public bodies. The Constitution of BiH on communications Law of BiH prescribes the authority of the Communications Regulatory Agency over the protection of personal data and privacy. Although privacy is protected by the Laws on Protection against Defamation (two entity laws and one of the district), in court practice, violation of privacy is generally treated as a violation of basic human rights. But the citizens may ask for compensation before the courts based on the Convention, which is above local legislation, or based on the Law on Obligatory Relations, which, in force in both entities, specifies that everyone is obligated to abstain from actions that cause damage to another person. This includes the damage caused by harming the integrity of one’s personality, personal and family life, and other rights of a person.

4.1.6. A supervisory authority, which acts with complete independence and impartiality, ensures compliance with data protection legal frameworks.

75 Ibid.
76 Law on the Protection of Personal Data (Official Gazette of BiH, No. 52/01).
77 Law on the Protection of Personal Data, (Official Gazette of BiH, No. 32/01).
The authority dealing with the issues of privacy in BiH is the Personal Data Protection Agency. The Agency is supported by the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH and the Council of Ministers of BiH, but certain activities and decisions had influenced the work of the Agency and made its work questionable. In the Agency Report for 2016, the Agency informed the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH and the public about cases that referred to the legality of the Agency’s work. In 2013, the Agency began the procedure for the adoption of a new Rulebook on Internal Organization, in order to comply with the Decision on principles for establishing internal organization of administrative bodies of BiH and the Decision on the classification of jobs and criteria for job descriptions of jobs in the institutions of BiH. On this occasion, the Agency did not agree with the proposal made by the Legislative Office of the Council of Ministers of BiH and stated that seven years of work experience should be a condition for the position of Director and Deputy Director. The reason for this was that the Law stipulates five years of experience in management affairs in the administration. In addition, the Agency disagreed with the condition set by the Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH to abolish the position of the referent - Head of the office. The work of the Agency has therefore been plagued by administrative and political issues, and its independence remains problematic to a great extent.

4.1.7. The State does not prohibit, in law or in practice, anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications or the usage of encryption technologies. Interference with anonymity and confidentiality of communications is subject to the requirements of legality, legitimacy and proportionality of Article 8 of the Convention.

The state does not prohibit anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications.

4.2. Surveillance

4.2.1. The access to the content of communications is regulated and it is done in accordance with Article 8 of the ECHR.

The Law on Communications of BiH77 obliges all outlets providing telecommunication services to ensure the function of a lawful interception of telecommunication services, as well as storing data. On the provision of the Ministry of Security, the BiH Council of Ministers decides on the capacity of data storage as well as on lawful interception of telecommunications. While Article 8 of the ECHR allows for interference of public order only in accordance with the law and only in the interests of national security, the BiH Parliament decided the way of saving metadata. The situation in the fields of defining and protecting classified information and aims at improving and implementing physical, organisational and technical standards for the protection of classified information of the public.

4.2.2. Operators of electronic communications are obliged by law to retain bulk communications metadata (time, date, location, duration, etc.). The time frame for storage of metadata is defined by law and access to metadata is done with a court order and in accordance with the standards of Article 8 of the ECHR.

The Communication Law does put an obligation on the telecom providers to save data. However, it does not specify for how long and in what format. In Article 7, it is stated that telecommunications operators shall meet the following requirements: a) Enter into a written contract with users; b) Make available to their service users, free of charge and in an appropriate manner, a short and clear summary of the tariffs applicable; c) At the request of the Agency deliver, within a reasonable period, business data, network data and traffic data including confidential data, if the telecommunications operator shall have kept such data as confidential.

4.2.3 Video surveillance of public spaces by state authorities is regulated. There are specific legal provisions regulating data processing by video surveillance.

The Law on the Intelligence and Security Agency78 establishes the Intelligence and Security Agency of BiH, which is in charge of gathering, analyzing, and disseminating intelligence in order to protect the security, sovereignty, territorial integrity and constitutional order of BiH. The Agency operates in line with the Constitution of BiH. The Agency is entitled to collect information among other, from all publicly available sources, from other bodies and institutions in the country, through electronic surveillance, surveillance in non-public places and through “physical surveillance in public places (i.e. purposeful and systematic observation in order to gain information on specific matters of persons or objects reasonably believed to be involved in any activities or preparation of activities that fall under the scope of responsibilities of the Agency)”. Therefore, the Ministry of Internal Affairs mandated by the Law on Agencies and Internal Services for the Protection of People and Property is in charge of video surveillance of public spaces, but it is for the local communities to implement their decisions on this.

4.2.4. There is oversight provided by law on how are surveillance and interception of communications done in practice. Article 71 of the Law on the Intelligence and Security Agency refers to a written application to a judge where one believes on reasonable grounds that surveillance is required to enable the Agency to investigate a threat to the security of BiH. All such applications must contain: the type of communication proposed to be intercepted, the type of information, records, documents or things proposed to be obtained, and the means to be exercised for that purpose. Article 72 states that the warrant must contain the type of communication proposed to be intercepted, the type of information, records, documents or things proposed to be obtained and the powers to be exercised for that purpose.

ALBANIA

1. AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR INTERNET FREEDOM

1.1. The protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms on the internet is guaranteed in law, in full compliance with relevant articles of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

The Republic of Albania ratified the ECHR in 1996, meaning that the ECHR became part of Albania’s legal system, therefore guaranteed human rights and freedoms as described by the Convention. 79 The Constitution of the Republic of Albania, in Article 17 states that “limitations of the rights and freedoms provided for in this Constitution may be established only by law, in the public interest or for the protection of the rights of others. A limitation shall be in proportion to the situation that has dictated it.” However in paragraph 2 it states that “these limitations may not infringe the essence of the rights and freedoms and in no case may exceed the limitations provided for in the European Convention on Human Rights”.

1.2. Laws and policies relating to the internet are assessed, at their drafting stage, with regard to the impact that their implementation may have on the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms in an inclusive and transparent process which enables the participation of all stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, academia and the technical community.

Most recently, numerous international experts analyzed the Draft Laws on Changes and Amendments to the Law on Audiovisual Media and the Law of Electronic Communications in the Republic of Albania. The analysis referred to relevant provisions regarding the content provided through the internet. It was the OSCE that became involved in this process the most, and produced legal analysis80 containing recommendations and assessments to make the law compliant with international standards. More precisely, the assessment referred to proposed amendments to Law no. 97/2013 on audiovisual media in the Republic of Albania and to Law no. 9918 of 19 May 2008 on electronic communications in the Republic of Albania, as well as the text of the Prime Minister’s “Decision on measures to protect children from access to illegal and/or harmful content on the internet”. The proposals have been submitted to the Office of the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media after the legal analyses conducted in 2018 on the draft law on “Additions and changes to Law no. 9918, dated 19.5.2008, on electronic communications in the Republic of Albania”, and the draft law on “Changes and additions to Law no. 97/2013 on audio-visual media in the Republic of Albania”. The assessment showed that there were certain improvements, meaning that the opinion of international experts was taken into account and that changes have been made especially with regards to the draft amendment to Law no. 97/2013. The provisions related to the domain name registration and blocking have been deleted from the draft, and it is now emphasized that Albanian Media Authority (AMA) should focus more on respecting international and regional standards when adopting its decisions. In addition, “another positive element is the fact that the proposal includes a specific adaptation of the right to reply to the new environment of electronic publications. The last version of the draft also incorporates new provisions, which define the object and scope of the law in a better and more precise way, making it clear that the law only applies to audiovisual media services and electronic publications providers. The draft also includes a better and definitely more consistent definition of electronic publications service providers.”

77 Law on Communications (Official Gazette of BiH, No. 13/02) of Bosnia Herzegovina entered into force in 2002.
78 Law on the Intelligence and Security Agency of BiH, (Official Gazette of BiH, No. 12/04 and 20/04).
79 European Court of Human Rights, Press country profile Albania, January 2020.
80 E. Babata Mr, Legal Analysis of the draft Law on Media Services in Albania, OSCE, 11. July 2019.
81 1364.
2.1. Freedom to access the internet.

2.1.1. The internet is available, accessible and affordable to all groups of the population without any discrimination. There is no discrimination regarding internet access to any group of the population and the Law on Information Security states that AKEP provides access to users with disabilities in Article 15. The internet in Albania is affordable and well-spread in all groups of society. Media in Albania referred to a survey published by cable.co.uk that concluded that internet in Albania is the cheapest one in the region.

2.1.2. The public has access to the internet in facilities supported by public administration internet access points, educational institutions or private owners (universal community service).

There are no data on internet access points and universal community service.

2.1.3. The state takes reasonable measures to ensure access to the internet to those with low income, in rural or geographically remote areas and those with special needs such as persons with disabilities.

The Law on Electronic Communications in the Republic of Albania, in bullet 52 states that “Universal service” is “a minimum set of public electronic communication services of specified quality which is available at an affordable price to all users in the territory of the Republic of Albania, regardless of their geographic location.” In addition, paragraph 3 of Article 21 states: “Universal service providers may offer optional tariffs, special tariff packages and special payment methods for subscribers with low income and/or special needs, in compliance with the legislation in force.” However, in 2015, it was stated that Albania had the internet of the lowest quality in Europe as far as speed and coverage is concerned. The International Telecommunication Union, ranked Albania 64th in Europe, and 94th amid the 167 world countries.

Before the start of 2019, according to the report “the highest value of the Index of Development in Information Technology is 7.35 points, with the only country in the region, Albania, which is below the average of 5.03 points”. Albania had 4.73 points and the internet speed continued to be slow (from 1 mbps up to 8 mbps at home connections) and the price was from 10 euros a month up to 100 euros a month for higher speeds. On the other hand, the internet offered for mobile phones is widely spread through 4G and 4G+ networks. Therefore, with such high prices, the state does not take reasonable measures to offer acceptable speed at acceptable prices, which makes it difficult for people with low income to have internet access.

2.1.4. There are no general, nationwide restrictions on access to the internet.

There is no state mandated blocking or filtering of internet content on the national level. Internet shutdowns also do not occur in Albania...

2.2. Freedom of opinion and the right to receive and impart information

2.2.1. Any measure taken by state authorities or private-sector actors to block or otherwise restrict access to an entire internet platform or information and communication technologies, tools, or any request by state authorities to carry out such actions complies with the conditions of Article 10 of the ECHR.

Recently, there have been numerous debates on the new laws regarding freedom of expression in Albania. International experts assessed the state initiatives as strict and that the newly proposed legislation envisages very concerning conditions for online media outlets. The issues that are currently highlighted in debates are: recent physical attacks against journalists have gone unresolved; top public officials regularly use language that belittles and smears critical journalists; the public administration, including the office of the Prime Minister and the Mayor of Tirana, are not transparent in their interactions with the media and restrict access to critical journalists. Numerous organizations pointed out that the draft laws “aim to create a registry of online publications and empower a new “Complaints Council” to sanction online media, based on third-party requests, ordering their closure or blocking access to such media.” More precisely, the draft laws provide legal mechanisms for the Audiovisual Media Authority (AMV), the Anti-Authority Service (AMA) and Tax Authority to fine or close online media outlets, blogs and other publications on the internet without clear procedures, which could cause censorship and self-censorship in Albania’s media. In 2018, Albania’s Electronic and Postal Communications Authority has given 44 websites - including BIRN Albania and Reporter.al - a 72-hour deadline to register with tax officials or be closed entirely. On this occasion, AKEP stated that this requirement would be in line with the law, but it was not specified to which law it referred. Moreover, “the move comes after Prime Minister Edi Rama said on Friday that websites must be ‘legalised’ by registering with the tax authorities as part of an ‘anti-defamation’ drive targeting online media.”

2.2.2. Internet service providers as a general rule treat internet traffic equally and without discrimination on the basis of sender, receiver, content, application, service or device.

The Law on Electronic Communication stipulates an equal treatment of internet traffic without discrimination in Article 7, 8, 15, 25 (universal service), and 39.

2.2.3. Internet users or other interested parties have access to a court in compliance with Article 6 of the Convention with regard to any action taken to restrict their access to the internet or their ability to receive and impart content or information.

Article 120 in Law on Electronic Communications refers to Disputes resolution. More precisely, it defines the tasks belonging to AKEP. Therefore, first it states that AKEP may, shall resolve disputes between undertakings of electronic communications networks and services, initiate a dispute resolution procedure at the request by any party to the dispute, apply the provisions of the Code of Administrative Procedures to the dispute resolution. In addition, in cases of disputes, AKEP is obliged to take into consideration the objectives of ensuring effective competition and protection of users’ interests, and publish decisions relating to disputes.

88 More precisely, the draft laws provide legal mechanisms for the Audiovisual Media Authority, AMA and Tax Authority to fine or close online media outlets, blogs and other publications on the internet without clear procedures, which could cause censorship and self-censorship in Albania’s media. In 2018, Albania’s Electronic and Postal Communications Authority has given 44 websites - including BIRN Albania and Reporter.al - a 72-hour deadline to register with tax officials or be closed entirely. On this occasion, AKEP stated that this requirement would be in line with the law, but it was not specified to which law it referred. Moreover, “the move comes after Prime Minister Edi Rama said on Friday that websites must be ‘legalised’ by registering with the tax authorities as part of an ‘anti-defamation’ drive targeting online media.”

89 Albanian Newsroom, “Albania has the lowest quality of internet in Europe,” 1 December 2015.
2.3. Freedom of the media

2.3.1. The editorial independence of media operating on the internet is guaranteed in law, policy and practice. The editorial independence of media is regulated with Article 4 of the Law on Audio and Audio-Visual Media Services in the Republic of Albania, but just for TV, radio and services on demand; media operating on the internet is not regulated by this law. However, in practice, two shows which were critical of the Prime Minister were canceled and there were allegations that government pressure was behind their cancellation. The reports of the authorities pressuring media are rather often in Albania. The Prime Minister used “derogatory language against critical journalists to issue threats of lawsuits and push for laws that aim to curb freedom of speech”.[91] Furthermore, the Prime Minister “threatened German news website with lawsuits following the publication of a series of interviews showing the collision of Rama’s Socialist Party with various criminal gangs for the purpose of election rigging, vote-buying and putting pressure on voters.” Numerous organizations pointed at the Prime Minister also “attempting to create a media censorship system through proposed changes in the country’s audio-visual media laws,” all of which are likely to cause chilling effects among the media and the public.

2.3.2. Media are not required to obtain permission or a licence from the government or state authorities, beyond business registration, in order to be allowed to operate on the internet or blog.

Most recently, the office of Albania’s Prime Minister proposed changes in two laws envisaging the registration of online media and the policing of news content for a variety of reasons, including “biased” news, news that “damages public morale” and “publications that can incite penal offences.”[92] If the Law is not respected, the fines will reach up to 1 million leks (8,000 euros) or even closure of websites. These proposals raised numerous concerns and posed a risk of censorship and a negative effect on the freedom of expression online. More specifically, the first draft amending the Law on the Telecommunication and Postal Authority, will stipulate for the authority that supervises the communications sector, transforming the institution from its current content-neutral status to being responsible for maintaining a “register of news websites” and an “online publishing platform” to “entrepreneurs respect their obligations toward national security, public safety … and other laws”. The Law would make it obligatory for the website of any physical or legal entity to have contact information and a physical address published on the site and orders the AKP to close websites based on “Tax Authorities’ request”. The other proposal aims to transform the Albanian Audiovisual Media Authority (PAM), a public body, empowered to judge news quality and public morale. Therefore, publishers should have to “respect the ethical and moral rules of the public and should not allow publication … that can incite penal offences”. There would also be a body, the Complaints Council, which would receive complaints and fine media or order their closure if found in breach of the law. The proposal also states that fines and closure orders should be implemented immediately, regardless of whether the website chooses to send the matter before the courts.

2.3.3. Journalists and other media actors using the internet are not subject to threats or harassment by the state. They do not practise self-censorship because of fear of punishment, harassment or attack. Journalists and media actors are often targets of attacks in Albania. Some state actors often turn to verbal attacks and website chooses to send the matter before the courts.

There is no information that Albanian news websites face cyber-attacks, but there are other forms of pressures and disruptions. For example, there are online media in Albania which claim that their online content is being censored by a company called Acromax GmbH. The content of certain media outlets was removed from their Facebook page because they are aware of, if that is part of the professional secret, except in specific cases for procedural authorities. There are no particular provisions on journalists or their right to protect sources for information classified as State Secret Acts. The Code of Ethics of the Albanian Media protects the sources of information possessed by journalists. This Code of Ethics was drafted in 1996 and revised in 2006 with the initiative of the Albanian Media Institute, and the two main journalists’ associations: the Union of Albanian Journalists and the League of Professional Journalists. However, the Code is binding. Therefore, there is an implicit right for journalists not to disclose their sources of information, and there is the lack of the definition of a “source” and “information identifying a source”, as set out in the Council of Europe Recommendation No. R(2000)7.

2.3.5. Media websites and websites of new media actors are not affected by cyber-attacks or other action disrupting their functioning.

There is no information that Albanian news websites face cyber-attacks, but there are other forms of pressures and disruptions. For example, there are online media in Albania which claim that their online content is being censored by a company called Acromax GmbH. The content of certain media outlets was removed from their Facebook page because they had used other media videos.[98] 3.3.6. There are prompt and effective investigations of threats and crimes against journalists and new media actors. There is no climate of impunity.

There is no data on the effectiveness of investigations regarding those who threaten journalists and media actors, apart from the information provided under section 2.3.3.1.

3. THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

3.1. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to associate with each other and to establish associations, to determine the objectives of such associations, to form trade unions, and to carry out activities within the limits provided for by laws that comply with international standards. Freedom of assembly in Albania is regulated by Article 46 of the Constitution: “everyone has the right to be organized for any legitimate purpose” and in Article 47: “the freedom of peaceful and unarmed assembly, as well as participation in them is guaranteed. Peaceful gatherings in the squares and in public places are done according to the procedures provided by the law.” Freedom of assembly is regulated by Law no. 8773 dated 23.4.2001 “On Assemblies”, according to which everyone has the right to organize and participate in peaceful assemblies without any exclusion. Other laws that refer to the organisation of assembly are: Law no. 7895, dated 27.1.1995 “The Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania” and Law no.1088/2014 “On the State Policy”. According to the Law on Assemblies and its Article 2, the term “assemblies”, includes “peaceful and free of weapons, gatherings, manifestations, meetings and marches, through which a group of people express their demands and views on problems for which they are interested and also includes urgent assemblies.”

3.2. Associations are free to use the internet in order to exercise their right to freedom of expression and to participate in matters of political and public debate. In line with regulations referring to public assemblies, there are no restrictions imposed on associations regarding their right to freedom of expression and participation in political and public debates in the online sphere.

3.3. Individuals are free to use internet platforms, such as social media and other ICTs in order to organise themselves for purposes of peaceful assembly. According to regulations regarding public assemblies, there are no restrictions to freedom of use of the internet, for the purposes of peaceful assembly. The most used social network in Albania is Facebook with 1.4 million users. Recently, Facebook was precisely the most used communication channel for organizers and participants of assemblies to spread information about the increase of the number of asylum seekers and illegal immigration. In response, the online media have been used to spread messages of the Rama’s Socialist Party with various criminal gangs for the purpose of election rigging, vote-buying and putting pressure on voters. For example, there are online media in Albania which claim that their online content is being censored by a company called Acromax GmbH. The content of certain media outlets was removed from their Facebook page because they are aware of, if that is part of the professional secret, except in specific cases for procedural authorities. There are no particular provisions on journalists or their right to protect sources for information classified as State Secret Acts. The Code of Ethics of the Albanian Media protects the sources of information possessed by journalists. This Code of Ethics was drafted in 1996 and revised in 2006 with the initiative of the Albanian Media Institute, and the two main journalists’ associations: the Union of Albanian Journalists and the League of Professional Journalists. However, the Code is binding. Therefore, there is an implicit right for journalists not to disclose their sources of information, and there is the lack of the definition of a “source” and “information identifying a source”, as set out in the Council of Europe Recommendation No. R(2000)7.

4. THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE

4.1. Personal data protection

4.1.1. The right to private and family life is guaranteed in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention. Any restriction to this right pursues one of the legitimate aims exhaustively enumerated in Article 8 of the Convention, is necessary in a democratic society and proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The law guarantees that all personal data is protected in compliance with Article 8 of the Convention and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (ETS No. 108) in States which have ratified it. Albanian Parliament has been to bind the ratification of the Human Rights, and based on Article 131 of the Constitution, the Constitutional Court controls the compatibility of Albanian legislation with the standards of the ECHR. The right
for a private life is guaranteed under Articles 35, 36, 37 of the Constitution. The Criminal Code of Albania stipulates the protection of private life. Based on Article 121 ‘Unjust interference in private life’ the hearing, registration and transmission of the words or images through specific machines and, the publication of information about private life of the individual without his/her consent are punished with a fine or sentence of up to two years in prison. Article 122 mentions the violations of public order in so a person, who, due to one’s own conduct, contravenes the law, or gives the impression to people, must preserve and not disclose it. Should it occur the person shall be subject to a fine or sentenced to one year in prison. According to Article 123, any deliberate action that consists in opening letters, non-delivering or extinguishing them, as well as tampering with a fine or sentence to two years in prison. The Law on the Protection of Personal Data No. 9887 defines the rules for the protection and processing of the personal data. It is based on Articles 78 and 83, point (1) of the Constitution that guarantees to everyone the right to privacy and protection of personal data. Any collection, storage and elaboration of personal data is to be carried out in accordance with the Law. Article 2 of the Law provides that the legal processing of personal data shall respect and guarantee the fundamental rights and freedoms of persons, and in particular their right to privacy.

4.1.2. Personal data are processed lawfully (with the unambiguous consent of the data subject or on the basis of law) for legitimate purposes and not in excess of such purposes, accurately and securely.

According to the Law on Personal Data Protection, it is the Office of Information and Data Protection Commissioner that oversees the lawful processing of data. The Commissioner in charge of “conducting administrative enquiries of public and private controllers focusing especially on areas impacting privacy and reflecting the technological developments in personal data processing; guaranteeing the data subjects’ rights and the practical fulfilment of public and private controllers’ duties; instilling the spirit and novelties emerging from the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in all internal monitoring and supervising processes and mechanisms”. The controllers have been mainly sanctioned by fines for the lack of technical and organizational measures, drafting of the personal data processing regulation, omission to sign the confidentiality-declaration with employers with who have access to personal data, arranging the relations with processors in cases of data processing delegation, non-publication of privacy policies in official websites, failure to inform the data subject on the presence of video surveillance (CCTV) system, consisting of obligations stemming from the Law No. 9887/2008 “On Personal Data Protection” and Commissioner’s Office bylaws. In 2018, the Commissioner’s Office issued 30 fine penalty decisions and 61 administrative sanctions.86

4.1.3. Individuals are not subjected to a decision significantly affecting them based solely on automated processing of personal data without human intervention taking place. According to the annual reports of the Commissioner, the complaints filed dealt mostly with: violation of data subjects’ rights (right to access, as a paramount data subject right, allowing the latter to receive information from the controller on its data processing; disclosing or transmitting personal data without prior consent of the personal data subject to unauthorized individuals to protect personal data; unlawful and unjust data processing (their dissemination in the media and on online portals); installing surveillance cameras in public and private places; direct marketing or unsolicited communications via phone or email; exceeding the personal data collection deadline for a specific purpose. In total, in 2018, 245 complaints were filed and 170 of them were in compliance with the Law. The Commissioner’s Office uses the email address info@ipd.al available to data subjects for submitting complaints.

4.1.4. There are effective processes enabling every individual to obtain, on request, information on the processing of his or her personal data and the reason under lying processing, to object to processing, to obtain, on request, rectification or erasure of the personal data and to consent, to object to or withdraw data processing and to consider, among their views taken into account. An effective remedy exists for individuals when these rights are not respected. Legal frameworks for personal data protection provide adequate safeguards for access to information and freedom of expression.

The decision of the Council of Ministers No. 145, “On Creating the State Database “Requests and Responses E-register on the Right to Information”” approved the creation of central requests and responses register. This register was installed in 27 central institutions. Citizens used the option of turning to the Commissioner regarding the violations of their rights in terms of personal data. Therefore, based on Law No. 119/2014 “On the Right to Information”, 820 complaints were filed with the Commissioner’s Office. According to the Annual Report of the Commissioner for 2018, out of this number, 622 were settled with no mediation. 37 out of such complaints were settled by a Commissioner’s Decision, 116 were outside of the deadline, 17 were incomplete and 36 were rejected. Most complaints were settled through mediation and the majority of complaints were filed by citizens. More precisely, 566 complaints were filed by citizens, while 16 were filed by civil society organizations. This number shows that the citizens’ awareness is raising regarding the protection of their rights. The Commissioner’s Office also contains its relationship with civil society and journalists. Several civil society organizations “are overseeing in the compliance of the implementation of the law No. 119/2014 “On the Right to Information” have evaluated this year as well the Commissioner’s Office as the most transparent institution at the national level.”87

4.1.5. The Law defines the duties of public and private entities with regard to processing of personal data.

Article 32 of the Law on Protection of Personal Data, stipulates the “Obligation to Cooperate”. In its first paragraph it is stated that “1. Public and private institutions shall cooperate with the Commissioner providing all the information required by this institution for the fulfillment of its duties.” The Law defines the Controller as “the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body, which alone or jointly with others store, process, administer and therefore control personal data.” And “Processor” is “a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body, except for the employees of the Controller, which processes personal data on behalf of the Controller.” “Recipient” is a private individual or legal entity, public authority, agency or any other body to whom data are disclosed.

4.1.6. A supervisory authority, which acts with complete independence and impartiality, ensures compliance with data protection legal frameworks.

In Albania, the Information and Data Protection Commissioner; an independent institution of public administration, is elected by the Assembly, based on the proposal of the Council of Ministers. The structure and salaries of the Commissioner are determined by the Assembly. The scope of work of the Commissioner includes conducting administrative investigation, accessing personal data processing, collecting the necessary information for supervision, issuing orders for the blocking, erasure, destruction or suspension of the unlawful collection and instructions prior to the data processing ensuring their publication. Furthermore, the Commissioner checks and accesses information and documents, subject to appeal, according to the law on freedom of information or related to the matter under consideration, including information classified as “state secret”. In addition, the Commissioner handles the complaints, conducts administrative enquiries for public and private controllers (at its own discretion, or on a complaint basis) on personal data processing, attends and conducts hearings with controllers and proposes measures to be adopted in accordance with the Commissioner’s powers (recommendation, decision, order); verifies recommendations implementation; registers the Controllers (notice form) with the “Controllers E-register”, partly accessible to the public in the IPD website.

The structure of the Commissioner includes the departments of: the right to information, personal data protection, administrative investigation, legal affairs, communication and international relations and internal services and finances. The citizens have the possibility of submitting complaints to the Commissioner related to violations of their rights. The Commissioner regularly publishes reports based on the review of the Information and Data Protection Commissioner (IDPC) functioning for 2016 and the monitoring and control of the implementation of the Law No. 9887, “On the Right to Information” and Law No. 9887/2008, “On Personal Data Protection”, as amended. The rights mentioned in these laws are part of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, the country’s supreme law, set forth more specifically under Article 23 and 25.

4.1.7. The state does not prohibit, in law or in practice, anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications or the usage of encryption technologies. Interference with anonymity and confidentiality of communications is subject to the requirements of legality, legitimacy and proportionality of Article 8 of the Convention.

The state does not prohibit anonymity, pseudonymity, confidentiality of private communications.

4.2. Surveillance

4.2.1. The access to the content of communications is regulated and it is done in accordance with Article 8 of the ECHR.

Lawsful interception in Albania is justified by the need to keep up with effective investigation of crimes. Relevant laws have had several amendments to increase the effectiveness of the interceptions, but it is still rather obvious that the interception has not been adequately developed. There were reports on unlawful interceptions, and the latest amendments of the “Law on interception and the Code of Penal Procedure in 2017 provide for an expansion of the interception competences and the increased use of such procedure through the development of multiple intercepting capabilities.”

4.2.2. Operators of electronic communications are obliged by law to retain bulk communications metadata (time, date, location, duration, etc.). The time frame for storage of metadata is defined by law and access to metadata is done with a court order and in accordance with the standards of Article 8 of the ECHR.

According to Vodafone’s Law Enforcement Disclosure Report Legal Annex for 2014, when it comes to data retention policies in Albania, they are defined by the Law on Electronic Communications. In Article 10(1) of the Law on Electronic Communications, it is prescribed that the relevant authorities shall have the right to access and to use the metadata in relation to their users and such files shall be made available, in electronic format as well, to authorities prescribed in the

Article 35 of the Constitution "the law does not respect and protect personal data and the private life of the citizens" violates privacy, Albania's constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights. It was stated that according to security, and this law was passed by the parliament. However, the President refused to support this law because it Most recently, the Ministry of Interior lead an initiative for the adoption of a law on new measures to safeguard public data processing by video surveillance.

4.2.3 Video surveillance of public spaces by state authorities is regulated. There are specific legal provisions regulating on personal data protection in Albania.

There were also concerns in terms of the footage taken from surveillance cameras because it was not clear how it was going to be used and managed. The law makes it obligatory for the administrators of business units, public and private institutions such as schools and kindergartens, private areas used for children as playgrounds and public transport vehicles to install security cameras in what the police identify as "risky areas." The law also made it possible for camera surveillance to be used in private building complexes but in these cases the approval of residents is required.

4.2.4. There is oversight provided by law on how are surveillance and interception of communications done in practice. Relevant laws regarding surveillance and interception of communications are the Law No. 119/2014 “On the Right to Information” and Law No. 9887/2008, “On Personal Data protection”. There is also the important Decision of the Commissioner no.3 as of 5 March 2010 “On processing personal data with video surveillance in buildings and other environments”, according to which the use of CCTV is considered lawful and in line with the applicable legislation. In addition, Articles 221-222 of Albanian Code of Criminal Procedure (ACPC) allow the interception of communications and secret surveillance and the use of such evidence in court. Interception of communications is permitted only where there is a proceeding for intentionally committed crimes punished by imprisonment of no less than seven years; and criminal contravention of insult and threat committed by means of telecommunications.
In terms of surveillance of electronic communications and access to retain communications' metadata, it needs to be done in accordance with the constitutional guarantees of the secrecy of communications, privacy and the protection of personal data, as well as with international human rights standards such as Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Also, the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights in these matters needs to be taken into account. Although the countries in question are not EU Member States, all of them are in different stages of joining the EU and should therefore also consult the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the EU.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the state of internet freedoms in the examined countries, there is clear room for improvement, but certain areas should be prioritized when the capacities of all stakeholders, i.e. the state, the private sector and civil society, are taken into account. Therefore, recommendations for advancing and improving the state of internet freedoms in the examined countries are provided below.

- Private and state actors should discontinue exerting pressures on online media, journalists and internet users. There is a visible trend of a range of verbal attacks, threats, smear campaigns and other forms of pressures which hinder the free flow of information online, which should be investigated with priority and dealt with in accordance with relevant laws.

- State institutions need to encourage a broad multi-stakeholder public debate on all legislative instruments (laws, bylaws etc.) concerning the respect for human rights on the internet and in relation to technology. As there are numerous challenges ahead, such as the possible use of artificial intelligence (AI) for the purposes of law enforcement, a wide social debate with civil society and expert community is necessary.

- States should ensure that media and information literacy programs are carried out on a national scale, especially among youth and in cooperation with educational institutions. Also, there is a need for media and literacy trainings for teachers and other educators.

- Further efforts are needed to protect net neutrality in the examined countries, i.e. in line with EU net neutrality rules, as it is crucial for the healthy development of the digital environment and provision of all digital services under the same standards.

- Taking into account the start of application of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2018, it is needed to align the legal framework for personal data protection with the new EU standards. Serbia is the first country to adopt and start implementing the new Law on Personal Data Protection, which is based on GDPR, but still needs improvement. BiH, Albania and Kosovo should follow the example of Serbia and start reforms of personal data protection legislation as soon as possible.

- In terms of surveillance of electronic communications and access to retain communications' metadata, it needs to be done in accordance with the constitutional guarantees of the secrecy of communications, privacy and the protection of personal data, as well as with international human rights standards such as Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Also, the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights in these matters needs to be taken into account. Although the countries in question are not EU Member States, all of them are in different stages of joining the EU and should therefore also consult the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the EU.
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